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Examining wing damage - but where do we record damage, medications and notes? photo © Dave Pinson

INTRODUCTION
When we are treating any injuries or conditions, we need to deal with a lot of information: weights and measures,
injuries presented, level of hydration, drug dosage, and even when we are next booked in to see the vet. Filing
everything away in the grey matter may work for some, but when you are two weeks into treatment, and have six
more patients (all on different medications) that organic computer in your head may suffer from a random access
memory failure or short circuit.
Developed and refined over many years, we use this chart for all injured flying-foxes and find it invaluable to
keep track of original injuries, medications, progress, and for an instant quick reference on a busy day. Keeping
them on file is also useful if three years down the track you get a bat into care, and think, "We had one just like
that three years ago," you can then refer back to those previous records. These charts can be kept in a file, or
even attached to clipboards and individually hung on cages or in a room if you have a dedicated hospital area.
Very handy if you have more than one person medicating (and looks just like a real hospital ward). We actually
saw a similar system in use in the UK at a major wildlife hospital - where all staff can see at a glance where each
animal is up to.
The form has two sides:

SIDE 1
Side one is roughly divided into six sections: section one covers the ID of the bat, location rescued, initial
examination, hydration notes, and initial prognosis. The second section is a simple injury diagram where you can
mark holes, breaks or bruising for later reference. Section three is somewhere to record medications and
treatments - most useful to record such things as antibiotic dose rates without keep needing to look them up, and
also, the all-important date of when to cease treatment. Section four is a simple veterinary diary, while sections
five and six cover weight progress and final outcome.

SIDE 2
Is simply a page for writing extra notes.
Side one of the form looks like this, and you can download and print forms via a link below the graphic.

C3 incident reporting form graphic © The Flying-fox Manual v3
To download a printer friendly version of this form, click on the PDF graphic below.

A couple of notes to accompany the chart. In section one, third row, we have a box for body index. This is a
simple formula achieved by dividing weight by forearm. Thus, a juvenile of 380g divided by 141mm equals a
body index of 2.69 (incidentally, the norm for that forearm would be around 2.89). We also have a condition scale
for circling, from 1-5. This is a fairly subjective visual measure to assess first impression upon intake, with one
being excellent condition, through to five being nearly dead. We also (in line 8) have an initial hydration amount,
with the abbreviations, 'PO' (oral), 'SQ' (sub-cut), and 'IP' (intraperitoneal), and three estimates of initial
prognosis. The other sections are pretty self-explanatory, but with section eight having abbreviations for outcome
as, EUTH (ethanased), DIED (no longer living), RELS (released), and TRAN - meaning transferred to another
carer or group, not gender re-assignment surgery.
Body Index is covered in depth here

LARGER RECORDING SHEETS
Sometimes the injury diagram on this chart can be a little small, as it was limited in size to fit everything in, so I
have also included two larger format diagrams below, which we also use. There are two versions: dorsal surface
(back) and ventral surface (front) - with links underneath to download and print. If using these as well, you can
simply clip them to the main chart, using one of those paperclips that we all seem to hoard.

FLYING-FOX DAMAGE REPORT - DORSAL VIEW

Flying-fox injury reporting diagram (dorsal view) graphic © The Flying-fox Manual v3
To download a printer friendly version of this sheet, click on the PDF graphic below.

FLYING-FOX DAMAGE REPORT - VENTRAL VIEW

Flying-fox injury reporting diagram (ventral view) graphic © The Flying-fox Manual v3
To download a printer friendly PDF version of this form, click here
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